
Crown en route to success in the Japan Cup. Almond Eye

has the peculiarity of being by a top sprinter and namely

a dual winner of the Hong Kong Sprint. The filly also set

a new race record in the Japan Cup after seeing out the

trip in 2’20’’60. She shattered the old mark set by

Alkaseed (2’22’’10) in 2005. Almond Eye’s time is also

a new world record for the 2,400m distance. lll

By winning the Japan Cup - In Association with

Longines on Sunday, November 25th, Almond Eye
(Lord Kanaloa) joined a very select club of star female

performers which includes Winx (Street Cry), Enable
(Nathaniel) and Sea of Class (Sea the Stars). The three-

year-old filly has won six of her seven career starts to

date. She should probably have won on her debut but her

record is on a par with the legendary

Gentildonna (Deep Impact) at the same age, as both

completed the sweep of the Japanese Fillies’ Triple
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Longines gradually built a special relationship with the world of sport since 1878
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Longines, the legendary 20H movement. Longines gradually built a special relationship with the world of sport.

It can rely on many years of experience as a timekeeper for world championships in sport or as a partner of

international sports federations.
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she became the first three-year-old filly to do so after

stopping the clock in 2’23’’10. Her ‘sectionals’ for the last

600m were a sensational 32’’80. In order to draw

comparisons between the two, the ground factor has to be

taken into account. A comparison of the race (turf) times

on Sunday, November 25th 2012, with those on this year’s

Japan Cup card six years later, reveals that ground

conditions (0,6 seconds/1.000m) were faster in 2018. For

races run over 2,400m, the adjustment factor linked to the

state of the ground equates to 1.44 seconds or seven to eight

lengths. Therefore, for this very reason, the time recorded by

Almond Eye needs to be seen in perspective. On this basis,

the J.R.A. handicappers have accorded the latter a rating of

122: the same mark as Gentildonna when she posted her win

in Japan Cup in 2012. The comparison between the two

fillies don’t end there as each achieved a rating of 115 as a

result of their wins in the Japanese Oaks and the Shuka Sho.

Other criteria which enables us to weigh-up the merits of

Almond Eye is the range of movement of her stride and her

stride frequency. The respective measurements of this were

7.50m and 2.33 seconds in the last 500m of the Japan Cup.

The amplitude of this is superior to top level horses and her

cadence is indicative of the fact that her stamina could

stretch beyond 2.400m. 

An Arc challenge on the horizon? Unlikely! What

does the future hold for Almond Eye? In the first instance

it centres around Meydan and the Sheema Classic. She is

clearly a very serious player in the Dubai race and

particularly as the conditions in terms of pace and the

forecast fast ground are expected to be in her favour.

However, and it’s only a personal opinion, I feel that the

filly is very unlikely to head down the ‘Arc de Triomphe’

route. Above all it would mean drawing a line under her

Japanese season. There is also European bedding-in

process to take into account plus the need for pacemakers

worthy of a place at either Gr2 or Gr1 level who would be

there to ensure that the filly doesn’t get caught out in a

tactical race devoid of pace.

lll What should we make of Almond Eye?

Three ways in which races are timed. The setting

of this record warrants an explanation as to the methods

used for timing individual races which conforms to three

main systems: 

- In France, as in Britain and the rest of Europe, the

timer is activated when the stalls open. It also coincides

with the activation of the release mechanism which

enables the starting stalls to open. The fly in the

ointment resides in the fact that not all horses leave the

gates once they are open.

- US racing operates on a ‘flying start’ basis which means

that the sensor which activates the timer is positioned

10m, and sometimes even further away, from the

starting stalls. The drawback here is that the horses

involved have already reached a certain speed. 

- In Japan, the sensor is positioned 3m from the stalls.

This means that the timer is activated once the horses

have left the gates although they aren’t travelling at great

speed. This system seems to represent something of a fair

halfway house between the European and US examples.

However, standardisation of the timing system is clearly

desirable if we are to make reliable comparisons.

What should we make of Almond Eye’s record?
In order to beat a record time wise, the two fundamental

parameters which need to be taken into account are the

state of the ground and the pace factor during a race. The

conditions in Tokyo on Sunday, November 25th 2018,

were ideal as regards Almond Eye posting a bullet time.

The fact that Vanlandi (King Kamehameha) was able to

win a juvenile maiden race over 2,000m in a time of

2’00’’03 further reinforces this. As regards the tempo of

the race, the times posted by the first six home in the

Japan Cup speak for themselves. For each member of

this sextet would have lowered the previous record set by

Alkaseed! How does Almond Eye compare with

Gentildonna? The latter won the Japan Cup in 2012 when
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Date                       Race                                      Distance                Sex            Weight                Jockey                       Horse                     Final time            Last600m                 JRA Rating                     Stride 

Track                                                                       Ground                 Age              (Kg)  Trainer           weight (Kg)                                                                                                             Frequency

25-nov-18           Japan Cup Gr1               T2,400                   F3               53.0               C. Lemaire                  472(-8)                      2’20’’60                 34’’10                           122                          7.50m

Tok 11                                                                      Good                                                                 S. Kunieda                                                                                                                                                                2,33 sec

14-oct-18             Shuka Sho Gr1               T2,000                   F3               55.0               C. Lemaire               480(+14)                   1’58’’50                 33’’60                           115                          7.70m

Kyo 11                                                                     Good                                                                 S. Kunieda                                                                                                                                                                2.34 sec

20May2018       Japan Oaks Gr1             T2,400                   F3               55.0               C. Lemaire                 466(+4)                    2’23’’80                 33’’20                           115                          7,70m

Tok 11                                                                      Good                                                                 S. Kunieda                                                                                                                                                                2.35 sec

8Apr2018            Oka Sho Gr1                     T1,600                   F3               55.0               C. Lemaire                  462(-2)                       1’3’’10                  33’’20                           115                                        

Han 11                                                                    Good                                                                 S. Kunieda                         

http://www.longines.fr/

